
Moved in
I know that I haven’t written in about a month, but Tony and I
have settled into my sister’s house, in a way. Most of our
belongings are in
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storage at the moment, since we really only have one room to
put our stuff in. I know Emmy said we can put things in other
parts of the room, but there still really isn’t much room. My
cats have somewhat adjusted. They are getting there, but Padme
and Grim are still trying to decide who is going to be in
charge. None of my babies like the dogs very well. They prefer
Oakly over Isaac, but than Isaac gets in their faces and
whines. He also likes to herd them back into our bedroom. Beru
and Darth seem to be accepting the dogs better than Wedge and
Padme.

I am working at Midwest Tape with Emmy. Well, not exactly with
her,  since  she  is  in  the  office  and  I’m  working  in  the
warehouse. There is no air condition in the warehouse, so it’s
really hot, but I like what I am doing. I get to see so many
different movies and walk around all day. I would hate to sit
around all day. I get too fidgety. I do that sitting at the
computer at home. I am always moving, getting up to move
around before sitting back down. Tony doesn’t have a job yet,
but we are being positive that he will find one soon. I know
we are very thankful that Emmy and Bill are letting us stay
here for now, but I know we both want a place of our own
again.

If  anyone  has  any  more  questions  about  Egypt,  I  will  be
answering those in my next blog.
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Summer Blahs
My kids are driving me nuts!!  It’s the middle of summer, and
although I’ve scarcely heard the words, “I’m bored”, my kids
are driving me and each other up the walls and back down
again.   My  3  girls  (ages  10,  6,  and  3)  are  bickering
constantly!  By the time I get their brother (age 2) down for
a nap in the afternoon, I’m so exhausted that I really cherish
my “me” time, which is always laced with sounds of the girls’
fighting  and  bickering.   My  husband  suggested  we  do  more
activities together (we read books and color in the mornings,
and I take them to the library every day to play), but it’s a
vicious cycle.  The more they fight, the less I want to do
with them, and the less I do with them, the more they fight,
as if their fighting could increase.  I am so thankful that
Friday is the day when I get to meet their Grandma in South
Bend and arrange a trade – 3 girls to Grandma’s for the
week!!  I could not be looking forward to it more!  Sure, I’ll
miss them, but given the way they’ve been acting lately, it
will be a challenge for me to not dread the monotony of the
summer continuing when they get back.  I can think of plenty
of things to do, but like I said, I’m so exhausted by the
constant refereeing (aren’t refs supposed to be paid?) that
it’s hard to find the energy to facilitate an activity and
clean it up.  Wait, Grandma reads my blog, I better not dwell
on the fighting too much.  Wouldn’t want to change her mind
about next week!!

Only 39 days until school starts!  One week at Grandma’s and
10 weekend days, so really only 22 days left – not that I’m
counting  or  anything…   Now  where  is  that  countdown  timer
widget?  �
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You  Can’t  Name  Your  Baby
That!
I found this article on cnn.com a few weeks ago detailing the
laws that foreign countries have about baby names.  That’s
right – here in the fifty nifty United States we have the
freedom to name our kids pretty much whatever we want, but in
other  countries,  they  actually  have  strict  laws  specially
crafted regarding this kind of thing.  I found the following
article  interesting  and  amusing,  and  at  the  same  time,  I
gratefully  celebrate  the  freedoms  in  my  country.   And  an
interesting note – this blog post is being written by the
mother of a little girl named Disney…  I couldn’t help but
notice in how many of the following countries my sweet little
Disney’s name would have been rejected.

For the article in its entirety, click here.

1. Sweden – Enacted in 1982, the Naming law in Sweden was
originally created to prevent non-noble families from giving
their children noble names, but a few changes to the law have
been made since then.  The part of the law referencing first
names reads: “First names shall not be approved if they can
cause offense or can be supposed to cause discomfort for the
one using it, or names which for some obvious reason are not
suitable as a first name.”  If you later change your name,
you must keep at least one of the names that you were
originally given, and you can only change your name once. 
Rejected names: “Brfxxccxxmnpcccclllmmnprxvclmnckssqlbb111163
(pronounced Albin, naturally) was submitted by a child’s
parents in protest of the Naming law. It was rejected. The
parents later submitted “A” (also pronounced Albin) as the
child’s  name.  It,  too,  was  rejected.   Also  rejected:
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Metallica,  Superman,  Veranda,  Ikea  and  Elvis.   Accepted
names: Google as a middle name, Lego.

2. Germany – In Germany, you must be able to tell the gender
of the child by the first name, and the name chosen must not
be negatively affect the well being of the child. Also, you
can not use last names or the names of objects or products as
first  names.   Whether  or  not  your  chosen  name  will  be
accepted  is  up  to  the  office  of  vital  statistics,  the
Standesamt, in the area in which the child was born. If the
office rejects your proposed baby name, you may appeal the
decision.  But  if  you  lose,  you’ll  have  to  think  of  a
different name. Each time you submit a name you pay a fee, so
it can get costly.  When evaluating names, the Standesamt
refers  to  a  book  which  translates  to  “the  international
manual of the first names,” and they also consult foreign
embassies for assistance with non-German names. Because of
the hassle parents have to go through to name their children,
many opt for traditional names such as Maximilian, Alexander,
Marie and Sophie.  Rejected names: Matti was rejected for a
boy  because  it  didn’t  indicate  gender.   Approved  names:
Legolas and Nemo were approved for baby boys.

3. New Zealand – New Zealand’s Births, Deaths and Marriages
Registration Act of 1995 doesn’t allow people to name their
children anything that “might cause offence to a reasonable
person; or […] is unreasonably long; or without adequate
justification, […] is, includes, or resembles, an official
title or rank.” Officials at the registrar of births have
successfully talked parents out of some more embarrassing
names.  Rejected names: Stallion, Yeah Detroit, Fish and
Chips, Twisty Poi, Keenan Got Lucy, Sex Fruit, Satan and
Adolf Hitler.  Approved names: Benson and Hedges (for a set
of twins), Midnight Chardonnay, Number 16 Bus Shelter and
Violence.

4. Japan – In Japan, one given name and one surname are
chosen for babies, except for the imperial family, who only



receive given names. Except for a few examples, it is obvious
which  are  the  given  names  and  which  are  the  surnames,
regardless of in what order the names have been given. There
are  a  couple  thousand  “name  kanji”  and  “commonly  used
characters” for use in naming babies, and only these official
kanji may be used in babies’ given names. The purpose of this
is to make sure that all names can be easily read and written
by the Japanese. The Japanese also restrict names that might
be deemed inappropriate.  Rejected names: Akuma, meaning
“devil.”

5. Denmark – Denmark’s very strict Law on Personal Names is
in place to protect children from having odd names that suit
their parents’ fancy. To do this, parents can choose from a
list of 7,000 pre-approved names, some for girls, some for
boys.  If you want to name your child something that isn’t on
the list, you have to get special permission from your local
church,  and  the  name  is  then  reviewed  by  governmental
officials. Creative spellings of more common names are often
rejected.  The law states that girls and boys must have names
that indicate their gender, you can’t use a last name as a
first  name  and  unusual  names  may  be  rejected.  Of  the
approximately 1,100 names that are reviewed each year, 15-20
percent of the names are rejected. There are also laws in
place to protect rare Danish last names.  Rejected names:
Anus, Pluto and Monkey.  Approved names: Benji, Jiminico,
Molli and Fee.

6.  China  –  Most  new  babies  in  China  are  now  basically
required  to  be  named  based  on  the  ability  of  computer
scanners  to  read  those  names  on  national  identification
cards. The government recommends giving children names that
are easily readable, and encourages Simplified characters
over  Traditional  Chinese  ones.   Parents  can  technically
choose the given name, but numbers and non-Chinese symbols
and  characters  are  not  allowed.   Also,  now,  Chinese
characters that can not be represented on the computer are



not allowed. There are over 70,000 Chinese characters, but
only about 13,000 can be represented on the computer. Because
this requirement is a new one, some citizens are having their
name misrepresented, and some have to change their names to
be accurately shown on the identification cards.  Rejected
names: “@”: Wang “At” was rejected as a baby name. The
parents felt that the @ symbol had the right meaning for
them.  @  in  Chinese  is  pronounced  “ai-ta”  which  is  very
similar to a phrase that means “love him.”

Part 2 Of The Whew That Was
The First Part Of July
So we pull into our driveway after our 4 hour drive back from
Nashville Indiana (not going to waste time with a recap, these
posts are long enough!  See my previous post if you want to
know what I’m talking about), and my husband’s aunt’s truck is
parked in front of our house.  We had agreed (or so I thought)
to meet them  at their hotel (which was a safe distance of
10-15 miles away) for some dinner and swimming –  after just
getting back from being out of town for a few days, which was
preceded by constant activities for my family for the 4th of
July, I wanted some time to make the house presentable.  Much
to my dismay, that did not happen.  We pulled up to our house
and see that their truck is there – I could not believe it. 
Luckily, they were no where in sight, turns out they had gone
shopping downtown.  So hubby and I bribed the kids to all go
play together upstairs, we unpack the car as fast as we can,
and we quickly run around the house doing some very fast spot-
cleaning.  It worked out, but I get really stressed about
stuff like that – it would have been better if they had just
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adhered to the original plan.

So they come over (they called first, so they get bonus points
for that), and my mother-in-law mentions giving my aunt-in-law
a tour of my house multple times.  Under normal circumstances,
I would be more than happy to do so – personally, I love to
see the different layouts of people’s houses, and I’m always
excited to take a tour if one is offered.  But when I haven’t
had the time to clean my house in a few weeks, I’m a bit
apprehensive about giving my aunt-in-law (who has never seen
the house) a tour…  but I think it’s about time I get over
some of my hang-ups, so I oblige and give the tour through the
dirty house –  and we all survived and came out alive.

After that, we went out to dinner and swimming at their hotel,
and that was a lot of fun until we made the mistake of letting
our little 2-year-old boy out of his floatie.  He began to run
around and do other brave things, like get onto the pool
ladder and act like he was going to jump in, all of which
terrified me and compounded my exhaustion from the week before
– so I had had enough; it was time to go.  The next day, we 
left it up to our guests where to eat lunch, and they chose
our local circa 1950’s diner, which has a cute atmosphere but
I warned them that the food is not so great.  I hadn’t eaten
there in probably about a year though, and my philly cheese
steak sandwich wasn’t too bad, although it left me hungry. 
After the diner, we decided to play tourist in our hometown
some more and went on the “Lolly Trolley” at the Dum Dum
factory – you know Dum Dums, and don’t try to tell me you
didn’t save up your wrappers when you were little to send them
in for various bits of Dum Dum treasure.

The Lolly Trolley was fun, much more fun than I had expected
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given the factory’s disclaimers of how we weren’t going to be
able to see the kitchen where the candy is actually made.  We
also spotted our good friends’ son on the job as he is an
employee of the factory, so that was fun.  After our tour, we
went swimming again in the hotel pool, and someone had a
marvelous last minute idea for dinner – let’s go to Walmart,
pick up some ingredients, and have my husband’s mother cook us
dinner!  She is a brilliant cook, I might add.  So she made us
come kind of delicious baked chicken breasts on a bed of
croutons  with  swiss  cheese  on  top,  and  the  house  smelled
almost as good as dinner tasted…  until my son was left
unattended for literally only 2 minutes, when he used that
opportunity to produce one of the dirtiest diapers he’s ever
had.  I will spare details, but let’s just say that the mess
did not stay in his diaper (not an accident,  either), and the
upstairs carpet was one of the victims of this disaster. 
Luckily, Hubby is great at fast clean-ups, so he helped me
quickly clean up the mess and our son before any additional
guests arrived for our game night.

Game night with my mother-in-law was extra fun, even if she
did sabotage herself in a game of Mafia by talking out loud
and accidentally revealing her position – it just added to the
fun for the rest of us.  We also played other game night
favorites, and people stayed too late as usual – not that I
ever mind because it was fun, as tired as I was on Saturday.

Saturday we took the family to the produce tent and the local
pizza buffet for lunch, and then we just sat around the living
room  and  chatted  for  the  afternoon  while  my  son  napped,
learning more about my husband’s cousins’ hobbies (his 16-
year-old cousin is really into air-softing, something I hadn’t
heard of, but I was glad to hear him provide a little more
info – getting pictures in my email of this boy I’ve basically
watched grow up wearing camouflage and brandishing a gun was a
bit alarming, so I appreciated hearing the details about his
sport).  They left for home a little after 4, leaving us just



enough time to get to  a dear friend’s retirement party.  We
were a tad late, but we overcompensated by staying way past
the time the party was supposed to end and had a lot of fun
meeting her family and celebrating her accomplishment.

Sunday was my little guy’s actual 2nd birthday, so we took him
to the Mexican restaurant where the staff sang to the birthday
boy, who was frightened by all the attention being paid to him
and jumped out of his highchair, burying his face into Dad’s
shoulder.  We returned home for a day of some much needed r
and r, and here it is Tuesday, and I’m STILL recovering!  But
in this family, busyness is the norm and while summer provides
us a break from school, youth group, and other obligations, we
always find plenty more to do – besides, would we be able to
survive boredom?  I think not!!

Independence  Day  And  That
Other Nashville
Well, it’s been a long week and a half – which is probably how
long it will take you to read this super-long blog post I’m
about to write.  Hey, it’s been awhile since I’ve been able
to  blog, and I have lots to say!  Tons of fun since the 4th
of July weekend, but go-go-go constantly, and I am so tired,
it’s unbelievable!  A quick (well, kinda, sorta) rundown…

July 3 – my birthday, so we dragged the kids down to a larger
town down south to see their fireworks, one of my favorite
birthday activities.  The only problem is that the fireworks
didn’t start until 10pm, and we wanted to get there by 2pm
because we had tickets for a raffle at a party thrown by a
store.  Even with our 5 tickets, we did not win any one of the
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50 prizes (no surprise there; our luck is terrible when it
comes to things like that).  But the party was lots of fun
with airbrush tattoos for the kids, sand creations they could
make, free coloring kits, and also free hot dogs, pizza,  and
baby water bottles.  We had no trouble killing time for the
next 8 hours, although it did exhaust all 6 of us.  We had a
nice birthday dinner at Bob Evans (have you tried their pot
roast stroganoff?  It’s yummy!!), even though they forgot to
sing to me or my little boy, whose birthday is 8 days after
mine (so we were celebrating both).  No matter, I usually hate
stuff like that anyway (like it for my kids – for me, not so
much), but I was willing to give it a try just for the free
dessert.  Oh well.  This larger town’s fireworks were much
better than our hometown’s, though the kids would not let me
forget that they are starting to find fireworks boring.  Might
have to find something new for next year’s bday celebration,
or maybe a babysitter so Hubby and I can enjoy fireworks alone
for a change…

July 4 – After church, we packed all day long for our upcoming
camping trip.  This involved doing lots of last minute laundry
and preparing the house as best I could so that it wouldn’t be
too much of a mess when we got back.  Although we were
exhausted, this turned out to be a good decision because when
we got back from the 3 day camping trip, my mother-in-law and
her sister and kids were here waiting for us – that was SO not
the plan.  They were supposed to be at their hotel, and we
were going to change into our bathing suits and go meet them
at the hotel for swimming, giving me a chance to pick up my
very messy house.  But more on that next post…

July 5-8 – July 5 was the day the kids had been waiting for –
we left for Nashville.  Not the well known country music
capital of the country in TN, but the lesser known, population
800  Nashville  in  Brown  County,  southern  Indiana.   What  a
beautiful place!  I can understand why it’s a very popular
destination in the fall, the scenery must be nothing short of



gorgeous when the leaves change colors.  As for visiting in
July, that was nice too.  Never mind that the weather was
above 90° all 3 days of our vacation – we barely noticed,
thanks to the accommodations my husband was able to find for
us:  an over 3,000 sq ft fully furnished house that fit all 13
of us comfortably on its secluded 10 acres.  I made a video
tour of the house, but I haven’t figured out how to put in
links to youtube.com playlists yet, so you lucked out – a
video tour of a house you’ve never been to would probably bore
the pants off of you, and now you don’t have to sit through
it.  You’ll have to settle for the ultra-exciting text version
I’m going to describe below (some of which you can skip if it
gets dry – remember, I use my blogs as sort of a family diary
as well.  Years into the future when I’m long gone, I’m hoping
my loved ones will enjoy reading my ramblings.  If not, hey,
my feelings certainly won’t be hurt!).

The long, tree-encircled, steep hill of a driveway ended at a
garage with a basketball hoop, grill and table and chairs for
grilling out, which we did a lot!  Hubby and I played a few
games  of   H-O-R-S-E  with  my  dad,  which  quickly  became  a
championship when all 3 of us were tied at one win apiece. 
Unfortunately, Hubby and I were not able to win a title for
our family name, but we still had lots of fun.  Just off of
the driveway, there was a swing that overlooked the pond area,
which was a short way from the house, down a steep hill and
past the firepit area.  We had lots of fun cooking our lunches
over the campfire and making smores at night.  My 10-year-old
daughter  also  revealed  her  hidden  talent  as  a  master
fisherman, er fisher-person!  She found a bit of line on the
ground with a hook, and proceeded to use it – without any bait
– to catch no less than 5 fish, and they were larger fish than
we had caught with my nephew’s fishing pole and using bait!!

Upon entering the house, the living room (2 couches and large
tv with over 100 movies from which to choose, as well as a
bookcase full of board games, books, and magazines) was to the



right, and the kitchen and breakfast nook was to the left. 
Off the back of the living room was a washer / dryer (who
wants to do laundry on vacation?  But in case  of emergency,
it was very nice to have, especially if you were going to stay
longer than the 3 days we were staying) and a half bath.  On
the 2nd floor, directly at the top of the stairs was a bedroom
with a bathroom (where my sister, her husband, and their 2-
year-old slept), another living room (this one with a couch,
futon, and billiard table), and a wrap around 4-season room
with CD player and CDs (no country music?!?  Don’t worry, this
is the only suggestion I could think to make on my comment
card – everything else was perfect) and a  Foosball table. 
Off  of the 4-season room was another bedroom with bathroom
(this is where Hubby and I and our 2-year-old slept), and then
outside of the 4-season room was a yard with a deck with
swing,  chairs,  picnic  table,  hammock,  hot  tub,  swingset,
sandbox, and outdoor fireplace.  And oh yeah, my sister’s room
and our room shared an outdoor patio as well.

We also had a cut-throat pool game championship with my dad,
but we didn’t do very well at that one either…  and since
we’re on the subject of lost games, I might as well get it out
there that Hubby and I came in last on the Cornhole tournament
as well.  How funny is that when the Illinois family had never
heard the term ‘cornhole’ anyway?  �  Must be an Ohio thing,
but that didn’t seem to help our Cornhole skills…  So we lost
H-O-R-S-E, we lost cut-throat,  and we lost Cornhole, but in
what must have seemed like an even exchange, we made our
reluctant family play some party games against their will – 
Mafia and Partini.  I can’t say they were big fans of either
game, but at least they gave them a try and gave us some
hilarious memories in the process.  Here’s what happens when
people  reluctantly  play  a  normally  very  fun  game  called
Partini:



Back to the house…  from the 2nd floor living room was a
staircase that led up to the 3rd floor master suite, which
boasted a master bathroom with whirlpool tub.  My parents
slept up here, and lucky for them (?) there was a huge walk-in
closet right next to their bed, which the 4 older kids (my 3
girls and their cousin) immediately eyed as a “clubhouse”
where they could sleep right next to Grandma, who of course
agreed.  Also on the 3rd floor was a little nook with another
queen bed, huge closet, and a little couch and chair – this is
the bed where Uncle Bud slept.  And off of the master suite
was a huge outdoor wrap-around deck, where Hubby, my dad and I
spent the first night watching the hilarious comedy The Goods
in the fresh woodsy air (on our laptop – didn’t want you to
think there was a tv outside or anything.  There were an
abundance of cool bugs – huge moths and a different sort of
firefly than I’m used to, but no outdoor tv).

Overall, a wonderful trip; I don’t think we could have asked
for it to be any better…  well, perhaps the weather could have
been  a bit cooler, but what else can be expected in early
July in southern Indiana than three 90°+ days in a row?  That
made our trying out the hot tub interesting – here we are
packed in like sardines; we did try putting some ice cubes in
it, but that didn’t work so well.  It kind of felt like being
meat in a stew for a giant’s brew:

And with that kind of weather, it made us even more thankful
that  we  had  changed  our  original  vacation  plan  which  was
Jellystone campground in Fremont Indiana.  It still sounds
like a fun place, but the cabins there were very tiny and
didn’t have bathrooms, plus it was going to be mobbed on the
dates we had to go – July 5-8.  I will take our secluded,
3000+ sq ft, air conditioned house with plenty of bathrooms
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any day!  It was a bit further than Jellystone – 4 hrs vs. 45
minutes, but it worked well because our Chicago family had
basically the same travel (distance-wise, anway –  they made a
lot more stops than we did and so the trip took them longer to
complete).

Whether you’re looking for a fun place to have a family get-
together, a vacation with friends or with co-workers, I highly
recommend checking out the houses and cabins for rent in Brown
County Indiana.  If you would like to know which cabin is the
one we stayed at, just leave me a comment, and I can send you
more info!

Farewell to the Boss
Praise him or curse him, George Steinbrenner accomplished what
he set out to do when he purchased the New York Yankees the
year I was born.  His fiery, hands on approach helped lead the
Bombers to 11 pennants and 7 World Championships during his
tenure.  He holds the record for the most years as owner of a
franchise.   Early  this  morning,  The  Boss  succumbed  to  a
massive heart attack.

Mr. Steinbrenner was, for better or worse, responsible for
turning the team around after it was struggling under the
ownership of CBS.  During his 37 year ownership, it has been
well publicized about the revolving door of managers.  He
changed 20 times in his first 23 years including the five time
dismissings of Billy Martin.

Also memorable is the grooming policy for the team.  Hair
length  and  facial  hair  were  closely  monitored.   Goose
Gossage’s  beard  which  turned  into  his  trademark  thick
moustache; Don Mattingly’s mullet (which was lampooned on the
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classic Simpsons’ episode, “Homer at the Bat”).  When Johnny
Damon was acquired from the Red Sox, I often wondered the
price the outfielder was payed to clean up.

In 2006, George turned the day to day operations over to his
son who seems to have inherited the same fire and approach. 
So,  it  would  appear  that  the  Steinbrenner  Empire  will
continue.

Now I found that interesting
I just got a response to post from 2008. Now normally I
wouldn’t  even  give  it  the  time  of  day,  much  less  post
something  about  it,  it  was  spam  after  all,  but  it  was
interesting.

The normal spam I get usually says something about how much
they like the blog, but always cuts the graphic layout down.
There is, of course, a website that will help me with my
layout. This one liked the layout, but wanted to debate me on
my limited knowledge of the subject. Hmm, all well and good, I
like a good debate every now and then. But the subject? Well
it was the color yellow, ragweed and allergy season. That just
happens to be one that is found in a few google searches.

I guess I could debate the color yellow. It could be lemon
yellow, butter yellow, or any other type of yellow you like. I
was going with Crayola yellow. Could be about ragweed. Most of
the year it is green. Only in the flower blooms could you say
that there is yellow in the plant. Could be about allergies.
I’ve only had them for about 36 years, so I’m only an expert
my experience. I’m not a Doctor and I don’t play one on TV. I
guess I really don’t see a debate, or a definitive lack of
understanding. It was a light hearted post, dealing with one
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color in the original box of 8 Crayola crayons. The ones I had
when I started school.

Oh well, waiting for the next comment to trash.

Shoutout to the James
No… not THAT James, I think he has been getting enough press
of late.  My cousin, Dan, is on the campus of the Ohio State
University  at  the  James  Center  where  is  recovering  from
surgery which he underwent on Friday for an acoustic neuroma
(a tumor on a nerve on the inner ear, which is usually benign,
and  was).   He  had  been  having  troubles   with  dizziness,
vertigo, and some of the other symptoms of the phenomenon. 
Glad to relate that other than the recovery, all is well. 
Just got done talking to him on the phone and he did sound
like (as he described it) he was “run over by a Mack truck.” 
I’m sure that Carla will be most appreciative when he can
return to normal and help out with the little ones.

The fact that the James was where Emily spent most of her time
battling leukemia nearly 2 years ago was not lost on us as Dan
made mention of.  But now that he is recovering, hopefully
resting, and getting well… he will be reading once again. 
Commenting  via  email  since  he  does  not  like  to  comment
directly while at work but maybe, while recovering….

Get well soon, Dan Jo… Maxwell Smart.  Remember the days?
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Another  Year  Older,  A  New
Role, And More
Thank  you  everyone  for  the  many  birthday  greetings:
facebooked, emailed, phoned (from one of my best friends), or
delivered in person.  They all were greatly appreciated and
helped make my day.  I am happy to announce that I have been
offered and accepted the role of Barrymore in The Hound of the
Baskervilles.  A much more limited role than my last but
important, nonetheless.

Following my audition, I returned to E-town for mass which was
being  given  in  memory  of  Aunt  Carol.   Quite  a  memorable
experience.  No one beyond the back 3-4 rows of the church
could hear the opening hymn because something was afoul with
the  sound  equipment.   The  organist  leaned  over  the  loft
railing and asked me to run upfront to see what I could do
with it.  Being the technological genius I am, I went into the
closet and flipped the switch and voila!  Father Steve wears a
pack on his vestment and usually turns it off when he is not
speaking.  However, he for some reason, kept forgetting to
turn it off and lets just say that he does not possess the
most glorious voice ever.  Just being honest.  To lie about a
priest surely is not a good thing.

After mass, I traveled to H’ville for an impromptu birthday
celebration.  I provided a bag of Sun Chips.  The reason for
this… the bag they come in is made of some type of material
that creates a very loud, obnoxious sound when the bag is
rustled but the Harvest Cheddar variety is tasty.  Thank you
Mare for the yummy, German Chocolate Brownie cake… a little
too much water necessitated the need for an additional package
of brownie mix and the result was delectable.

Travis brought an assortment of games.  I was really tempted
to pick my obvious choice and was encouraged to do so since it
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was “my day.”  However, I picked Trivial Pursuit.  Started off
well  and  went  downhill.   Later,  Amber  brought  Star  Wars
Trivial Pursuit and we divided into teams.  I tried to be
intelligent and attempted to pick the person I thought would
help me most, but that idea was nixed.  I did all right the
first round until I received a question I had not excuse for
missing.  “Who lives out beyond the Dune Sea?”  UGH!  I was
victorious in round two.

After some stargazing and a return to Mare’s house, it was
time to hit the road at 4.30AM!  Megan pooped out shortly
before.

July 11, is always memorable as I have a liitle buddy who
turned TWO!  After I got home @ 4.50Am, I sent a cool ecard as
well as a response to my own birthday ecard.  Hope you had a
super birthday, BEEBS!

Also yesterday, Yankees fans lost a great one.  Bob Sheppard
was the voice of the Bombers from 1951-2007 when his health
prompted him to retire.  The voice of the great ones… from
Dimaggio, Mantle, and Berra, to Mr. October, and to Captain
Jeter.  Ups and downs throughout but Mr. Sheppard had one of
the distinct voices in the box.  So beloved that Derek has the
voice resonate each time he steps up to the plate.  An honor
which humbled the announcer.

And I still have today off until I go back to work!  A fact
that stymied a co-worker of mine who thought I was going out
of town.  How she came to that conclusion is beyond me.
 Coming  from  one  who  likes  to  change  schedules  without
informing the other person involved I didn’t really pay much
attention to the comment.  I will be going out of town next
Monday and Tuesday.

Ok… this post is quite long enough thanks again everyone!



One for the Dark Side
In addition to added work these past couple of weeks with new
dealers to serve, I have also had the pleasure of a new toy. 
Much as I espouse a dislike for a certain fruity computer
brand,  I  now  find  myself  in  possession  of  one  of  their
phones.  That’s right- I now have an iPhone.  Realistically, I
knew I couldn’t afford a new Android-based phone, which would
probably also require my switching providers as I am currently
with at&t, and have been for the last several years- being THE
iPhone provider they have not seen fit to add the better HTC
Android phones to their lineup.  To make things clear, I
couldn’t  afford  a  new  iPhone  either,  but  when  my  nephew
decided to jump on the iPhone 4 bandwagon he sold me his 3G
for a nice discount.  I now have to pay $20 more per month
(was  paying  for  insurance  on  the  other  phone),  but  the
difference between the two phones will make it worthwhile. 
For the last few days I have been downloading several free
apps, mostly games but also the Bible, a camera enhancement
app,  and  a  couple  others.   I  also  made  the  mistake  of
installing  Appminer,  an  app  that  finds  discounted  and
temporarily free apps- what a time waster!  I have not tried
all the games I installed yet, but as they are touchpad-
controlled (and gravity-controlled in some cases- can’t forget
the accelerometer!) games they are quite a different thing
from normal computer or console games.  I couldn’t find any
free versions of games I know, but with a different control
scheme they wouldn’t be the same anyway.  Note I write free
versions- I could pay $5 for Pac-man (are you kidding me??)
and I noted a version of Dragon’s Lair, but cheapskate me is
only getting free apps at this time.

.
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In any event, back to the dislike of Apple thing, at least
they  aren’t  getting  a  dime  of  this  purchase  from  me-  no
contract, no new iPhone, and at least for the moment, no 30%
of app purchases.  I had to go to an at&t store to get
everything switched properly- ended up waiting about a half-
hour for someone as I picked a busy time.  Or are all times
busy due to the iPhone 4?  In addition to the phone, the sales
rep talked us into at least signing up for an install time for
their U-Verse (internet and cable over fiber optic) service. 
It seemed like a really nice service and I wouldn’t mind
switching  over  from  DirecTV,  but  I  have  been  on  Comcast
internet for so long, since it was TCI internet, that I am
unsure I would want to switch at this time, though for the
start we would get much more for a little less than we are
paying now for phone+satellite+internet, currently from three
different companies so of course some of the savings comes
from going at&t for everything. I am just worried at what will
happen after six months.  They promise no installation charges
and $200 back for signing up, DVRs capable of recording four
standard-definition  (or  two  HD)  shows  at  once,  networked
receivers so anyone can view a recorded show off any receiver
in  the  house,  a  complete  package  with  all  movie  channels
(something we can easily drop of course sometime down the road
since we have been going sans movie channels for quite some
time now), and full HD equipment ready for when we eventually
need  to  replace  our  analog  SD  TVs.   Fortunately  the
appointment isn’t until the 31st, giving us plenty of time to
consider whether we really want to make the switch.

.

I will continue on the camp topic probably next post.


